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FALL IN LOVE

Anna Szegedi
MOM Park Marketing and PR Director

with fashion
Autumn is synonymous with nature donning its most beautiful 
colours, inspiring and encouraging us to be creative and smuggle its 
special atmosphere into our homes, wardrobe and even our meals. 

Immerse yourself in this special time of the year. Sunbathe on the 
terrace of a cosy restaurant in the warmth of the last rays of afternoon 
sun, discover your own style among top fall fashion trends and taste 
the most delicious flavours of the season. 

Be inspired by the offers of global brands like Karl Lagerfeld, GANT, 
Gerry Weber, Furla or Michael Kors at MOM Park shopping centre. 
Find the perfect beauty accessories and your latest fragrance in the 
Luxury Perfumery of Le Parfum, and read an interesting conversation 
with its owner and perfumer Zsolt Zólyomi in the interview section 
of our magazine. 

Take part in our exciting sweepstakes from 1 to 30 September and 
win our grand prize, a MOM Park Card topped up with HUF 500,000 
and a unique shopping afternoon where you can shop with stylist 
Linda Holdampf. In addition to the grand prize, our visitors will have 
the chance to win other valuable weekly prizes. 

Visit MOM Park between 17 and 20 September and find the 
unmissable offers of Shopping Days with our discount coupons and 
grab the best pieces of the season. 

There will be no shortage of experiences either, as the MOM Park 
Thematic Weeks will return for four weeks from 5 October, where 
you can play for more valuable gifts in fashion, gastronomy, lifestyle 
and beauty themes. 

Allow yourself to be mesmerised by the latest autumn trends, discover 
the cosiest interior design accessories and indulge yourself with new 
culinary experiences.
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Fabulous
autumn days
4 TIPS TO HAVE FUN IN FALL

Autumn is the season of beautiful colours, special moods 
and endless happy moments. 

You can count on MOM Park during this time of year to 
cheer you up. Update your wardrobe with the most stylish 
pieces of the season, discover the latest beauty supplies, 
try new, exciting flavours and renew your home. We have 
collected some inspiring ideas to take happiness home.

1. Colours affect our state of mind, so it’s worth 
paying attention to what clothes you choose. 

In fall, dynamic shades, silhouettes and styles prevail, 
so if dressed in a cheery outfit, your mood will benefit, 
as will your personal style. Update your wardrobe with 
the autumn collections of MOHITO, Gerry Weber and 
Salamander offering bold and vibrant pieces that fit the 
changing weather of the season.

2. In fall, your skin can dry out more easily, so it needs more care. Get the right cosmetics for the season at 
Müller and do not forget to add some pampering products to your basket — a relaxing face mask can do 

wonders. Then all you need is stylish makeup for a flawless look. Gold glitter powders can perfectly complement 
your autumn wardrobe. Discover the shimmering bronze products from Bobbi Brown’s autumn collection, which  
will look wonderful alongside your gorgeous earth colour garments.
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3. Let the natural earth tones of 
the season embellish your home. 

Whether autumn is synonymous with a 
warm blanket placed on the living room 
sofa, kitchen mugs or the decoration 
of your terrace, it will surely create a 
special atmosphere. Visit BUTLERS where 
countless decoration ideas await you. 
And with the different coloured candles 
available in the elegant and timeless 
Arioso shop, you can diffuse a fantastic 
scent and create intimacy in your home. 

4. Autumn is the season of delicious, rich meals and hot 
drinks. Gastronomy lovers can choose from a wide range of 

special tastes and dishes from our restaurans. Visit Trattoria Da Lello 
if you are a lover of traditional italian flavours or Wasabi if you prefer 
Far Eastern cuisine and taste their novelties. The delicacies of autumn 
are sure to enchant you, whether you are alone or with family and 
friends. And if you are looking for an authentic autumn experience, 
organise an afternoon tea party at the Angelo Patisserie and sample 
their scrumptious cakes. 
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A rainy autumn day does not mean you can not be stylish and 
practical at the same time. Do not be discouraged by the gloomy 
weather. Pull on a dark blue MAX&Co. raincoat or make your set 
even more stylish with a trendy Karl Lagerfeld umbrella, so there 
will be no raincloud to ruin your day. Prefer to stay between four 
walls? Make yourself cozy! Light a Ritual of Sakura scented candle 
or relax in a tub of hot water. Use the NAAVA Dead Sea bath salt 
to create a special mood and let this day be only yours!

Dark blue 
raincoat

MAX&Co.:
HUF 103,690

Nappa look 
leatherette backpack

LIU JO:
HUF 47,590

The Ritual of Sakura 
scented candle 

DOUGLAS:
HUF 7,490

Men’s Hudson Logo  
and Crossgrain backpack
MICHAEL KORS:
HUF 102,000THOSEdays RAINY

K/Ikonik umbrella
KARL LAGERFELD:
price based on request

NAAVA Dead Sea bath salt  
+ eucalyptus oil 500g
EVITAL:  
HUF 1,990 
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FA S H I O N

Although autumn has its basic pieces, it is still worth updating  
your wardrobe a bit every year. This season is all about scarves so 
it is worth getting 2-3, different pieces. An ecru and black Gerry 
Weber scarf can be a real jolly joker in your wardrobe. If you 
would like to make your set of clothes more colourful, Furla’s  
orange Mini Crossbody bag is the way to go, but if you would 
like to glow in the absence of sunshine, Silver Island’s Swarowski 
Elements bracelet will gleam in every moment.

Jenny Fairy 
women’s ankle shoe

CCC:
HUF 9,790

essentialsFALL
Women’s blouse

RESERVED:
HUF 5,495

Colour 
pleated skirt

MAX&Co.:
HUF 45,590

Swarowski Elements 
bracelet 
SILVER ISLAND:
HUF 23,900

1927  
Mini Crossbody 
women’s bag 
FURLA:
HUF 89,500

Ecru-black 
patterned scarf 
GERRY WEBER:
HUF 20,995

Jimmy Choo women’s 
optical frame

OPTIC WORLD: 
HUF 119,000
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Get ready for autumn with the perfect outfit. The 
trench coat, a timeless classic, is practical in the fall 
and will lend you a stylish look whether paired with 
pants or a nice dress. You can choose from real classics 
from H&M’s fall collection. Combining your trench 
coat with this lightweight Michael Kors dress will add 
charm and femininity to even the gloomiest of urban 
days. Accessories can be black to match the rest of 
your wardrobe, but if you want to spice up your outfit, 
choose cheerful, polka-dot stockings or a special 
accessory from the brilliant range of Lukács Ékszer or 
the amazing offers of Pandora.

FA S H I O N

TO GO
Ready

Double breasted 
trench coat 

H&M:
HUF 19,995

Boots
KARL LAGERFELD:

price based on request

Stockings
CALZEDONIA:

HUF 5,295 

Women’s 
bag 
NUBU:
HUF 69,900

Bracelet 
with charms 
PANDORA:

HUF 150,800

Pleated Georgette 
women’s dress
MICHAEL KORS: 
HUF 73,000

18-carat gold 
0,50 ct brill
LUKÁCS ÉKSZER:
HUF 590,000
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Women’s 
bag 
NUBU:
HUF 69,900

Pants – MOHITO: HUF 11,995 / Top – INTIMISSIMI: HUF 13,990 / Jacket – MOHITO: HUF 15,995 / Shoes – SALAMANDER: HUF 79,990 / Jacket – GANT: HUF 184,990 
/ Thomas Sabo earrings – SILVER ISLAND: HUF 62,900 / Thomas Sabo watch – SILVER ISLAND: HUF 62,900 / Auria golden small table – BUTLERS: HUF 12,900 

/ Florista bulrush – BUTLERS: HUF 3,990 
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WIN A DREAM 
SHOPPING  
AT MOM PARK!
STYLE. INSPIRATION. 
PRIZES.

Fill your wardrobe and home  
with the novelties of autumn  
and win a MOM Park card topped 
up with HUF 500,000 and an 
exciting shopping afternoon with 
Linda Holdampf, personal stylist.

Duration of the game: 
1-30 September 2020
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Shop at any MOM Park store for a minimum of HUF 20,000 during our promotion and take part in the grand prize draw to win a MOM Park 
Card topped up with half a million forints and an exciting shopping afternoon with personal stylist Linda Holdampf.

WIN A DREAM SHOPPING AT MOM PARK!

Linda Holdampf 
stylist of the stars

Her sense of style and expertise are characterised by the highest 
degree of professionalism. Making the most of people’s appearance 
is not just a job, but a real mission. One of the most wanted stylist of 
TV productions, having helped loads of celebrities with her advices. 
At our campaign photoshoots, we have experienced countless times 
how Linda works wholeheartedly as a true fashion expert to create 
tasteful and stylish collections. As a fan of style, she is also a big 
fan of pets: she is an enthusiastic animal rights advocate in addition 
to her work. She is an avid supporter of adopting pets, to our own 
delight as a animal-friendly shopping centre and the delight of her 
rescued dog, Franci. 

Take part in our sweepstakes and be the lucky one to embark on the 
special shopping afternoon with a MOM Park Card topped up with 
HUF 500,000. Discover the outfits that best suit your personality with 
professional help, seek advice from an experienced stylist and bring 
the most out of yourself.

Details: www.mompark.hu/nyeremenyjatek

WIN A DREAM 
SHOPPING  
AT MOM PARK!

FA S H I O N
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The secret of a cleverly designed wardrobe lies in updating 
your existing one with pieces that also match earlier, tried and 
tested compositions. As darker and more restrained shades 
dominate in the fall, it is worth adjusting your look to suit 
them, whether you are a fan of elegant or a sportier style. A 
dark 4_skandinavia slim fit jacket is a great choice, and if you 
like softer fall colours, make sure to look around in H&M. You 
can find the perfect shoes for rainier days in Office Shoes, and 
if you want to enhance your outfit, feel free to combine it with 
fashionable sunglasses from the Vision Express shop.  
A genuine leather Griff belt can complete your autumn  
outfit to perfection.

FOR MEN 
Classic

FA S H I O N

Slim fit suit jacket
4_SKANDINAVIA: 

HUF 47,990 

Bugatti shirt
GRIFF  
COLLECTION: 
club HUF 21,510 

Tommy Hilfiger belt
GRIFF 

COLLECTION: 
club HUF 15,210 

Seen men’s 
sunglasses

VISION EXPRESS: 
HUF 9,900 

GANT men’s boots
OFFICE SHOES:

HUF 41,900 

Extra slim  
cotton chino

H&M: 
HUF 7,995 

Pouch
NUBU:

HUF 45,900
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Pullover – GANT: HUF 55,990 / Pants – 4_SKANDINAVIA: HUF 23,990 / MVMT watch – SILVER ISLAND: HUF 43,900 / BUTLERS: Savanna picture and frame – HUF 4,990  
/ Home sweet home picture and frame – HUF 19,990 / Cooper basket – HUF 4,490 / Florista grass – HUF 3,990 
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I N T E R V I E W

INTERVIEW WITH

ZSOLT
Zólyomi

“A beautiful perfume is like a 
transparent dress on the skin, 

it offers an immediate sensory 
experience and lingers in your 

memory for a long time.”  
- believes Zsolt Zólyomi, the only 

Hungarian perfumer in the country. 
He learned his craft from the best 
of the profession and has opened 

his own shop to dazzle perfume 
fans with his unique and personal 

products. But what exactly does 
a perfumer do and what happens 

at a personal consultation? Our 
interview with the owner of Le 

Parfum luxury perfumery in MOM 
Park answers these questions. 

What does luxury mean to you?  
Since I have been working in the international luxury industry for 
two decades as a pro, not surprisingly, brands or the cleavage of 
supermodels no longer fascinate me. I am a lot more impressed by 
an idea, the excitement of creation, the quality of craftsmanship, 
artistic quality, human values, and all in all, Beauty. I love a beautiful 
antique Swiss gold watch in its simplicity. Last year I bought a 
vintage mahogany yacht with an electric drive for the sake of 
environmental protection. It is simply awesome to set sail into 
the waters and imagine yourself on the Cote d’Azure. But a piano 
concert by András Schiff or a good Saint-Emilion Grand Cru can also 
enchant me.

What makes Le Parfum luxury perfumery and the perfumes 
available in it exclusive?  
Today, the modern perfume industry, most regrettably, is usually 
something simple, an “average product that is understandable 
for the public” made from mostly cheap synthetic materials, and 
then tries to sell it for years, driven by a huge marketing budget, 
expensive stars and celebrities. Creative, uniquely brave fragrances 
made even today from exotic and expensive natural ingredients can 
only be found in the brands of smaller, so-called “niche” perfume 
creators, who do not advertise themselves, and so their creations 
are not available in every perfumery or airport, preserving their 
exclusivity. At Le Parfum, we only carry these types of perfumes and 
I even offer private fragrance consultations.
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I N T E R V I E W

What happens when you create a completely bespoke perfume  
for someone? 
A custom-made, or sur mesure in French, creation is Le Parfum’s top 
service, starting at HUF 2.5 million. It’s like ordering an (invisible) 
dress from Christian Dior: first we assess the needs of the body  
and the soul and the circumstances of its future wear, then with 
many months of work, hundreds or even thousands of experiments  
I craft the perfume to suit the skin of my future muse, so every 2 
to 3 weeks we test some possible fragrance variants, “branching 
points” on his or her skin. This is a very exciting, transcendent 
experience and also a process of self-knowledge, as we get to create 
the perfect signature perfume through a long journey of emotions,  
fantasies and fragrance memories.

What happens during a private fragrance consultation?
This is an approximately one-hour luxury service, a fragrant 
journey as a part of which I first learn about my client’s current 
life goals, fragrance preferences and usage habits applying a quick 
questionnaire, but the scent of the particular individual’s skin is the 
most important factor. Then, after smelling a lot of fragrances, we 
analyse the possible fragrance families, notes and ingredients and 
test the most promising creations on the skin to find the perfect 
perfume. To my great delight, in my experience the selection 
process itself is a real, pleasurable experience not only for me, but 
also for the client. 
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Home
Create a pampering luxury bath at home. Immerse yourself in your bathtub filled 
with hot water and let the storyline of your favourite book whisk you far away from 
everyday life — with BUTLERS’ Feels Like Heaven tub holder, this moment is sure 
to be relaxing. Yves Rocher’s body scrub will leave your skin perfectly silky and its 
divine scent will help you forget your stressful daily grind. Perfect the moment with 
Arioso’s Esteban bouquet initial to give your home a wonderful scent. 

SPA

B E A U T Y

ebelin microfiber  
cleansing gloves

DM: 
HUF 599 

Kimono
INTIMISSIMI:
HUF 20,990 

Mini Vitamin  
Enriched Face Base 

hydration cream
BOBBI BROWN:

HUF 5,800 

Rich body scrub
YVES ROCHER:
HUF 2,890 

Feels like heaven  
holder for bathtubs 
BUTLERS:
HUF 12,900 

Aromazen Ardonia facial oil
ADRIENNE FELLER:

HUF 16,510 

Esteban scented 
bouquet initial 

ARIOSO:
HUF 7,900 
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INTIMISSIMI: Top – HUF 8,590 / Pants – HUF 6,990 / Robe – HUF 17,490 / BUTLERS: Velvet cosmetic bag – HUF 3,490 / Kallos Spa cream shower gel – HUF 590 / Nordic Sea towel – HUF 7,990  
/ Feels like heaven holder for bathtubs – HUF 12,900 / Pour Homme elixir – ADRIENNE FELLER: HUF 13,208 / Hydrating face cream – BOBBI BROWN: HUF 17,700  

/ Stacey Halls: The Familiars – LIBRI: HUF 4,490 / DOUGLAS: Douglas Home Spa candle – HUF 4,990 / Jo Malone London candle 200g – from HUF 17,600 / Origins anti-aging cleanser – HUF 10,700 
/ Douglas bath pad – HUF 790 / Foreo Luna mini 2 – HUF 46,700 / DM: Fittsponge bath sponge – HUF 549 / Kocostar lip mask – HUF 799 / YVES ROCHER: Riche Créme Comforting 

Anti-Wrinkle Eye Cream – HUF 6,990 / Anti age global serum essence – HUF 13,590 / Bath gels, foam baths, soaps, body lotions, body scrubs: DOUGLAS, DM, YVES ROCHER
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BEAUTY IS 
THE REFLECTION 

OF OUR 
INNER HARMONY

Premium quality Hungarian 
all-natural skin products.  
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STUNNING autumn colours
Smuggle the most beautiful colours of autumn into your 
makeup bag. During the day, a subdued Yves Saint Lau-
rent blush and a natural-looking foundation such as the 
Douglas Ultralight Foundation will give you the perfect 
look. And for evening, feel free to experiment with 
bolder shades, like the Bobbi Brown Crushed Lip Color 
lipstick. If you feel like bringing a bit of golden glow into 
the night, try the Mini Shimmer Brick Bronze highlighter.

Mini Shimmer Brick Bronze 
highlighter powder

BOBBI BROWN:
HUF 8,800

trend IT UP 
Balance&Cover 
Sensitive foundation
DM:
HUF 1,599

trend IT UP 
Sensitive face blush

DM:
 HUF 999 

B E A U T Y

Douglas Make-up 
Ultralight 

Foundation 
DOUGLAS:
HUF 6,490 

Yves Saint Laurent 
Couture Blush blush

MÜLLER:
HUF 15,600

Yves Saint Laurent Touche 
Éclat brightness enhancer

MÜLLER:
HUF 13,700 

Crushed Lip Color 
lipstick 

BOBBI BROWN:
HUF 10,400 
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My autumn
BEAUTY ROUTINE
With the arrival of autumn, it is especially important to 
develop a good skin care routine since as the days get cooler, 
your skin will need more protection. Facial cleansing is an 
indispensable step even during this period: the gentle and 
effective Bobbi Brown Mini Soothing Cleansing Oil can be a 
good alternative. Adrienne Feller’s Rose de Luxe Nourishing 
Cream, a daily moisturiser with rich texture will replenish  
your skin with softness. 

B E A U T Y

Harmony of Ayuverda 
nourishing set
DOUGLAS:
HUF 5,990 

LVLY hydrating  
veil mask with  

manuka honey
DM:

HUF 599

Mini Soothing 
Cleansing makeup 

remover oil
BOBBI BROWN:

HUF 2,900 

BDK Wood Jasmin 
EDP unisex perfume

LE PARFUM:
HUF 55,000

Szakállasember  
– Gent Klub Royal 

(face tonic / after shave)
LE PARFUM:

HUF 10,000 

Rose de Luxe nourishing cream 
ADRIENNE FELLER:

HUF 14,732 
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Even though you wear warm coats and soft jumpers, your hair is most often exposed 
to the elements. To protect it even in cooler weather, special hair care is required.  
Use Yves Rocher’s Nourishing Conditioner to make your hair more resistant to  
external damage, and Douglas’ 7 Wonders Oil to take care of your hair ends!  
After applying the hair care products, gently comb your hair with dm’s  
quality beechwood hairbrush to give it silkiness and shine.

in autumnTAKING CARE
OF YOUR HAIR

Universal 
herbal balm

YVES ROCHER:
HUF 2,490

Strong hairspray
BARBER SHOP:

HUF 6,260 

2 piece ruffled 
rubber ring set

H&M:
HUF 1,495 

ebelin hair brush
DM:

HUF 2,899

ACM Novophane 
capsule for hair 
and nails
EVITAL:
HUF 4,974 

7 wonders oil hair 
treatment oil
DOUGLAS:
HUF 4,490 

B E A U T Y
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SHOPPING DAYS
AUTUMN. STYLE. 
DISCOUNTS.

Discover the latest surprises 
from autumn, get the coupon 
booklet and buy at a discount! 

Duration:  
17-20 September 2020

Details: 
www.mompark.hu/shopping-days
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The kitchen is an important place of family life, so in addition to the good atmosphere and 
delicious food, it is also worth filling it with fashionable accessories. Choose two dominant 
colours to transform the style of your dining room. Tantalise those taste buds with a 
feast for the eyes. In a beautiful and harmonious environment, even food tastes better. 
A beautiful coffee set is the perfect complement to your dinner set. In addition to fine 
coffees, you can pick up trendy coffee cups at the Nespresso Boutique. Choose an apron 
that harmonises with the colour of your accessories and storage boxes. You will look great 
in this apron available at BUTLERS, alongside blue and white. And if you are a fan of metal 
accessories, this variable Tchibo metal basket is a must for your home.

SPHERE plate, 
sage green, Ø 28 cm 
BUTLERS:
HUF 2,990 

KARLTON BROS. 
biscuit holder

BUTLERS:
 HUF 6,990 

MRS. WINTERBOTTOM’S 
potato holder bucket 

BUTLERS:
HUF 8,990 

Variable 
metal basket

TCHIBO:
 HUF 3,995 

REVEAL espresso 
tasting glass
NESPRESSO:
HUF 8,990 

Limited edition Master Origins 
Aged Sumatra coffee capsule
NESPRESSO:
HUF 1,890

Butcherstripe 
apron 

BUTLERS:
HUF 5,490 

Mix
&MACH

G A S T R O

Wüsthof Silverpoint 
Santoku ribbed knife

EXTRAMETÁL:
HUF 11,900 
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Cooking in a perfectly equipped kitchen is half the battle won,  
and having the right quality tools needed for the job is also essential.  
An excellent knife is key in any kitchen, one should not even start cooking 
without it. Browse Extrametal’s offer to be able to prep your ingredients 
quickly and efficiently. Choose a frying pan from SPAR to be sure that the 
ingredients are cooked evenly, guaranteeing the perfect taste  
experience. In addition to practicality, also pay attention to harmony:  
if you choose from BUTLERS design products, it will be a pleasure to  
look around in the kitchen while cooking.

MARBLE KITCHEN 
chopping board
BUTLERS:
HUF 7,900 

SIMPEX 
frying pan Ø 28 cm
SPAR

C’est Si Bon mini  
pudding shape  
(turquoise, orange)
BUTLERS:
HUF 1,690 

STONHENGE 
mortar
BUTLERS:
HUF 7,900 

FM vegetable slicer 
and holder
SPAR

LOFT kitchen 
cloth, mint
BUTLERS:
HUF 1,490

Reale fruity-flavored 
balsamic vinegar spray 
aged in oak barrels
ANITA DELICATE:
HUF 3,600 

Friendly
KITCHEN

G A S T R O

Wüsthof Silverpoint 
7 piece knife box

EXTRAMETÁL:
 HUF 49,900
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Woman: Dress – MICHAEL KORS: HUF 92,000 / Thomas Sabo earring – SILVER ISLAND: HUF 33,300 / Necklace – RESERVED: HUF 1,995 / Man: 4_SKANDINAVIA: Pants: HUF 19,990  
/ Shirt: HUF 17,990 / MVMT watch – SILVER ISLAND: HUF 40,900 / BUTLERS: Finka bowl, grey – HUF 1,990 / Golden nature golden decor plate – HUF 5,990 / Pure kitchen wooden plate – HUF 4,490  

/ Bamboo salad picker, 2 piece – HUF 2,990 / Pepper mill, natural – HUF 4,990 / Spice scrapper pepper mill, red – HUF 9,990 / Miss Sophie metal box – HUF 4,490 / Menuett stainless rasp – HUF 4,990 
/ Menuett fruit juicer with bowl – HUF 3,990 / C’est Si Bon pudding shape, red – HUF 1,690 / Hot iron cast iron pan – HUF 4,490 / Soul cooking pot 22 cm – HUF 12,900 / Filter 20 cm – HUF 4,990  

/ Spagetti picker – HUF 3,490 / Egg-beater – HUF 2,790 / Sauce ladle – HUF 3,490 / Mrs. Winterbottom’s: teapot – HUF 4,990 / Cookie holder – HUF 5,490 / Spagetti holder: HUF 5,490  
/ Coffee holder: HUF 3,490 / Bon apetit kitchen cloth – HUF 1,990 / DM: Hesters Life Granola – HUF 1,499 / Biopont bio juice – HUF 1,199 - HUF 1,349 / dm Bio cremes – HUF 1,099 - HUF 2,499  

/ TCHIBO: Thermos cup: HUF 1,995 / Cafissimo mini coffee machine: HUF 24,995 / ANITA DELICATE: Clipper Organic instant coffee: HUF 3,990 / Kusmi Tea – HUF 6,500  
/ White insert kitchen knife – EXTRAMETÁL: HUF 31,900 / Rose bouquet: ARIOSO / Food and beverage: À TABLE!, BAGATELLE MOM PARK, FRUCCOLA, SPAR, BORTÁRSASÁG
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G A S T R O

We do not always have time for a longer meal during the day, and 
in that case, some quick solutions can come in handy. You can also 
order a takeaway meal from Spíler Buda’s offer, what is more, you 

will find the only artisanal burger in the area here, so if you want 
something special but still satisfying for lunch, make sure to pop in 

to Spíler’s. If it’s more to your comfort, you can ask for Vapiano’s 
Italian pasta specialties and delicious salads for takeaway, while at 
the Foodstock food bar guests are welcome with an open kitchen, 

fresh, sous vide meets, tortilla-wrapped goodies and  
a 10% discount for guests working nearby.

Takeaway
OFFERS FOR  
OFFICE WORKERS
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G A S T R O

Sweeten your day with some special desserts. Hop in between two meetings for a chocolate delicacy in à table!, taste the handcrafted 
croissants with a cup of coffee from Szamos Confectionery, or smuggle sweet guilt-free moments into your afternoon with a sugar-free 
raspberry-mango cookie from Bagatelle MOM Park. If you would like to mix the mood of summer with autumn, head to Häagen-Dazs  
for an ice cream fondue. And if you want to accompany the sweets with a fine wine, you will certainly find the right one at Bortársaság  
to attend your dessert. 

Sweet
DREAMS

DEMETER ZOLTÁN Late 
Harvest Estate wine, 

sweet, 2018 (0,375 liter)
BORTÁRSASÁG:

 HUF 4,650
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G A S T R O

In autumn our restaurants await you with special gastronomic adventures. In the elegantly relaxed MOM Leroy Bistro, you can choose from classic Hungarian 
and barbecue dishes — an excellent venue for a get-together with friends, a family dinner or a business meeting. At the Paulaner Brewery, not only the 
drinks but also the food and the atmosphere guarantee that you can have a taste of the Bavarian way of enjoying life at any time. Fruccola is a great place 
for breakfast, lunch and snacks, where you can also taste delicious vegan cuisine. You don’t have to travel to Asia for a real sushi dinner. At Wasabi, the most 
professional chefs of the Far Eastern cuisine create the perfect flavours. 

programsDELICIOUS
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G A S T R O

in the glassTASTE EXPERIENCE 
Sparkling festive moments? A romantic love night? Long-awaited meeting, an honest, masculine 
conversation? Important moments in our lives with a super escort become even more special! Do not  
leave it to chance, prepare drinks for different occasions in your bar cabinet. Bortársaság offers 700  
items with expert help to choose your preferred juices that suit your taste, and at the SPAR shop  
you can find your favourite among premium whiskeys, cognacs and other elegant drinks.

Hennessy V.S.  
Cognac

SPAR
LECLERC BRIANT

Brut Rosé
BORTÁRSASÁG:

 HUF 16,800 

Jack Daniel’s
Single Barrel Select 
whiskey
SPAR

PANNONHALMI  
Hemina 2019

BORTÁRSASÁG:
 HUF 3,750 

ST. ANDREA Merengő 2016, 
Eger (in a gift box)
BORTÁRSASÁG:
HUF 8,750 
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L I F E S T Y L E

Ladurée candle 
LE PARFUM: 
HUF 15,900

AUTUMN 
FEELING for home

Home is the place where we can retreat from the noise of the world, where we can recharge 
and relax. To achieve harmony, choose useful accessories that are also perfect as decoration. 
Esteban Diffusers will make your home smell delicious and look especially good if your  
decor is dominated by wood elements or beige shades. A huge bouquet from Arioso will 
dazzle you with the beautiful sight as well as a fresh floral scent. Candles from Le Parfum 
luxury perfumery will infuse each room in your home with a different fragrance.  
Enhance your relaxation experience with wonderful melodies, with this sleek  
design Vifa Reykjavik bluetooth speaker from iCentre.

TASHI tibetan 
sheepskin pillow

BUTLERS:
HUF 14,900 

Vifa Reykjavik 
bluetooth 

speaker
iCENTRE:

HUF 64,990 

Esteban diffuser 
with wooden cover

ARIOSO:
HUF 29,900 

Seasonal, 
blue bouquet
ARIOSO:
from HUF 8,000
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Woman: Dress – H&M: HUF 12,995 / Shoe – CCC - Gino Rossi: HUF 24,500 / Earring – H&M: HUF 1,795 / Jacket – GANT: HUF 138,990 / Man: 4_SKANDINAVIA: Pants: HUF 21,990 / Shirt: HUF 14,990  
/ Vest: HUF 26,990 / Jacket: HUF 46,900 / Shoe – SALAMANDER: HUF 69,990 / Bag – Helly Hansen: HUF 23,990 / BUTLERS: Finka plate in blue and grey – HUF 1,490 / La bodega chopping board  

– HUF 4,990 / La bodega tapas board – HUF 5,990 / Golden nature decor golden leaf bowl – HUF 5,990 / Mango days decor leaf mango tree board – HUF 5,990 / Pure kitchen wooden board  
– HUF 4,490 / Tout autour dish pad – HUF 1,690 / Salon colonial coaster – HUF 5,990 / Golden nature glass stopper – HUF 1,690 / Bali bamboo nights lantern – HUF 5,490 - HUF 19,900  

/ Sea braid basket – HUF 5,990 / Aprés polka dot napkin – HUF 990 / Le havre candle holder – HUF 4,490 / Soft needle knitted blanket – HUF 29,900 / Bouquet – ARIOSO  
/ Food and beverage: À TABLE!, BAGATELLE MOM PARK, FRUCCOLA, BORTÁRSASÁG
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It is worth finding time to relax in the autumn. Vista Travel Agency has a huge selection of offers 
to help you find the best place to relax whether you go hiking in the mountains or enjoy some 
pampering at the Hévíz thermal lake. Before conquering the peak, look around in Hervis to set off 
in the best gear possible. When traveling abroad do not forget the travel insurance, for an active 
lifestyle choose „Aktiva” life and health insurance which you can easily arrange at Groupama 
Insurance. Have a few hours to relax? Whether you choose Thai Harmony Massage Salon or 
MOM Wellness, you will be in good hands to relax. As a lover of active leisure, aerobics, indoor 
cycling and fitness training await you at MOM Wellness. 

L I F E S T Y L E

RECREATION
Women’s raincoat
HELLY HANSEN:
HUF 69,990 

Stockholm backpack
HELLY HANSEN:

HUF 21,990Nike Favorites 
sports bra

HERVIS:
HUF 9,999

Massage with oil
THAI HARMONY 
MASSAGE SALON

Timberland 
boots
OFFICE SHOES:
HUF 41,990

active and passive

Domestic offers
VISTA TRAVEL AGENCY 
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PERFECT GIFT  
FOR EVERY OCCASION
STYLE. SURPRISE. 
MOM PARK CARD.

Gift your loved ones  
with style, surprise them with  
a MOM Park Card!
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L I F E S T Y L E

The more the kids wait for school the easier it will be to start the year! 
Pick up the necessary supplies together. Who does not want to show a 
super cool backpack or pencil case to their classmates? Choose matching 
products — in Pirex you will find bags and pencil cases with similar 
patterns. Prepare for the start of the year with practical and stylish 
storage boxes in Tchibo and Disney thermoses in BUTLERS. 

Scooli pencil box (filled with 
EberhardFaber stationery, 30 piece) 

PIREX:
HUF 4,490 

BACKto School
Disney thermos
BUTLERS:
HUF 3,990 

Lunch box
TCHIBO: 
HUF 1,995

Ars Una A4 extra stapled, 
lined booklet 

 PIREX:
HUF 630 

Schneiders pencil case
PIREX:

HUF 5,990 
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L I F E S T Y L E

With well-chosen, useful accessories, you can make your daily life more practical. 
Choose a notebook with inspirational messages and highlight the notes with colour 
pencils. Find the latest backpack at Hervis to conveniently carry your laptop.  
Get in the mood with your favourite music on flawless-sounding AirPods Pro,  
or get ready for rainy days with a stylish pair of rubber boots. 

Apple AirPods Pro 
earphone
iCENTRE:
HUF 99,990 

Géza Gárdonyi
The invisible man 
LIBRI:
HUF 2,499

Puma Phase 
backpack 
HERVIS:

HUF 6,999

Children’s 
rubber boots 
TCHIBO:
for the prices 
please inquire 
in the store

Smiley booklet, A5
BUTLERS:
HUF 1,900

Faber Castell 
colour pencils 
MÜLLER:
HUF 1,890
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Zero Waste Kitchen 
– Kate Turner
LIBRI:
HUF 3,200 

CONSCIOUSdecisionsL I F E S T Y L E

Creating a zero waste lifestyle without conscious decisions is not always easy. But if you take a step-by-step 
approach to changing your habits, you can succeed in reaching your goal. Find the solutions that best fit 
your lifestyle. Have you often used washable plastic boxes in the past? Fill up your stash of plastic kitchen 
containers with different types of silicone moulds. Do you often find yourself unnecessarily buying  
single-use plastic bags time and time again? Get a trendy tote bag that you can always carry with  
you. If you are a lover of gastronomy, start implementing a zero waste lifestyle in the kitchen  
and try to use up as many ingredients as possible while cooking. Even small changes  
can make a big difference, you do not have to save the world at once.

Black dobro 
mask

NUBU:
HUF 3,890 

SCITEC Water Jug flask
SCITEC NUTRITION:

HUF 2,690

MANHATTAN 
LOUNGE 
metal straw
BUTLERS:
HUF 2,490 

CARRY ME 
shopping bag

BUTLERS:
 HUF 1,990 
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BOOK REVIEWAutumn L I F E S T Y L E

Are Danes really born happier, or do they 
know something that other people do not? 

Helen Russell works as an editor for a women’s 
magazine in London and she apparently has it all. 
However, the never-ending work and commuting 

slowly wears her down completely. When her 
husband gets a job in Denmark, Helen decides 
to spend a year to try to uncover the secret of 

Danish happiness.

A cathartic story about a little girl who responds 
with silence to the traumas that befall her. Ellen 
has not spoken since her father’s death and her 
brother has also completely shut down. Their 

family is threatened by disintegration. Will they 
be able to start a new life built on the ruins of 
their past? The story mixes past and present, 
memories and reality, the living and the dead.

Géza Bereményi’s long-awaited autobiographical 
novel deals primarily with childhood and youth. 
The child, who grew up after the Second World 

War, was raised by his grandparents and the 
Teleki Square market. In 1956, at the age of ten, 

he experienced the revolution and his adolescent 
rebellion and wildness of youth coincided with 

the consolidation of the Kádár regime. This 
memoir is a testimony of a sensitive artist.

A Year of Living Danishly
Helen Russell

LIBRI:
HUF 3,500

Welcome to America
Linda Boström Knausgård

LIBRI:
HUF 3,199

Hungarian Copperfield
Géza Bereményi

ANIMA:
HUF 5,499
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The King’s Man

When history’s worst tyrants and criminal 
masterminds come together to make a war and 
make millions of people disappear from the face 

of the Earth, only man can stop them racing 
against time. 

Premier: 17 September, 2020

Trolls World Tour

Everything is full of glitter and happiness in Troll 
City until a mysterious threat puts all the trolls in 
the country in jeopardy, so Poppy, Ágas and their 
friends set out to achieve the impossible and face 

the adventures together.

Premier: 29 October, 2020

Black Widow

In Marvel Studios’ action-packed spy thriller, 
Natasha Romanoff is reached with a dangerous 

conspiracy so she has to face the dark episodes of 
her past, her spy-past and the family ties that she 

broke long before she became an Avenger.

Premier: 5 November, 2020

SHOWTIME
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AUTUMN THEMATIC WEEKS
Meet MOM Park’s diverse offerings  
between 5 October and 1 November  
in the Thematic Weeks.
Looking for culinary experiences? Or is your 
wardrobe itching for the most stylish pieces  
of next season? Are you into beauty? Do you 
wish for inspiration to shake up your everyday 
life? Whatever you are looking for, you will find 
it in the Thematic Weeks.

BEAUTY

GASTRO

LIFESTYLE 

FASHION

Business hours:

www.mompark.hu
www.facebook.com/mompark
www.instagram.com/mompark

The PARK© Magazin, brand, trademark and logo are the exclusive property of OTP Ingatlan Befektetési 
Alapkezelő Zrt. PARK© Magazin is a publication of MOM Park Shopping Center. It is prohibited to reproduce 
or process any part of PARK© Magazin in any form or manner without the permission of the right holders.

PARK© Magazin is not responsible for any printing errors. The offers in the Magazine are  
subject to availability and we reserve the right to change the prices of the products.

Creative agency: Café Communications

Accessibility:

By car: The parking garage of MOM Park Shopping Center can be accessed
through the Csörsz utca and Alkotás út entrances. There are charging
stations right across the barrier at the Csörsz utca entrance of the parking garage
which allows you to charge your car while you are shopping free of charge if you
pay parking fee.

By public transportation: The Shopping Center is half a minute walk from the  
Csörsz utca tram station of tramlines No. 17 and 61 or from the bus stop of  
bus lines No. 212, 139, 140, 140 A and 142.

Monday to Friday: 
11.00 a.m. to 11.00 p.m.*

Restaurants:
Monday to Wednesday: 
10.00 a.m. to 8.00 p.m.*

Thursday to Saturday: 
10.00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m.*

Sunday: 
10.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m.*

Stores:

* Certain stores and restaurants have 
different business hours.

MOM Park Shopping Center offers exclusive brands, quality services and culinary 
delights to visitors in Budapest’s 12th district. At the junction of the capital, more 
than 100 shops and service units offer outstanding quality. 

Address: H-1123 Budapest, Alkotás u. 53.
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MOM PARK - GROUND FLOOR

GERRYWEBERHUNGARY.HU | +36 20 418 98 16 | INFO@GERRYWEBERHUNGARY.HU


